
Unified Arts Marauders of the Month, April 2020 

We find ourselves in unprecedented times.  In the spirit of not letting a crisis go to waste, the 
Unified Arts Departments will put forward an unprecedented, TWO, Marauders of the Month 
for April!  Both students have shined this year and deserve to be recognized for their inspiring 
work. 

 The first Marauder to acknowledge is a committed student with an unflinchingly wry 
sense of humor, a most agreeable personality, and just the right pinch of endearing self-
deprecation.  From day one, this student has exemplified a Prussian work ethic and has 
been the most dedicated student I have had in my art room for many years-- and that is 
a very high bar to crest!  This student is the only one who has pried themselves out of 
bed in the cold dark of winter to arrive at the art room by 6:30 AM, on the regular, to 
make sure they not only finish their consistently historio-Germanic themed artwork on 
time, but also meet their own exactingly high expectations for themselves.  I am most 
proud of the growth this students has made over this year.  In August, the student’s 
initial self-expectations in art were not particularly high.  With each new project this 
student pushed himself more, gained confidence with clay, now with a pencil, and has 
gone from reluctantly meeting his art obligation in his Junior year to seeking additional 
art opportunities beyond the Graduation Requirement as a rising Senior.  This level of 
tenacity is a true asset.   It is not only the key to his success at the moment, but is a 
great indicator of future achievement.  Die besten wünsche für die zukunft, Lukas 
Lamson, you are a true Marauder of the Month! 

 

 This month's dual Marauder, much like the not-problematic-at-all Dual Monarchy of 
Sparta, is a student who has collaborated a lot with the art teacher for not having had 
an art class in many years.  This student stands out for their incredible service work in 
uniting, organizing, and fostering gaming and nerd culture at NMHS.  They have 
volunteered their time weekly for most of the school year as a Dungeon Master for the 
Bridges Afterschool Program.  This student, along with the other incredible volunteer 
DMs, has helped spark and fan tremendous interest in creative gaming in the middle 
school.  Besides sowing the seeds of future nerd culture in the next high school 
generation, this student has also shown tremendous leadership skill in organizing a core 
group of his peers to make a formal proposal for creating a dedicated gaming space at 
NMHS.  In addition to serving the interests of this growing group of students, this 
Marauder has further made the connection that this investment is a way to help our 
school stand out in the brave new world of school choice.  Before the quarantine, this 
venture was well on its way to fruition.  Hopefully it will continue next year.  It has been 
a true pleasure to see this traditionally reserved student, who has always been 
academically successful, also become such a motivated and successful leader and 
changemaker.  Hail-and-well-met, Peter Milne, you are a truly deserving Marauder of 
the Month! 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1UJZVaXKTFBItOJlA2eK3dL8-OQcqtA4G

